
Some information has been removed where it revealed personal data about an individual. 

- If chalets enable individuals and families from across the city to enjoy and store things at the beach, it

seems fair that a range of people have the chance to apply for them.

- There may be occasions where people 'have a case' for keeping on their beach hut. For example, they may

help older people, families in flats,  or people reliant on public transport enjoy the beach differently, or they

may encourage them to get out and enjoy the beach all year round.

I used to use the beach chalet more than anyone I knew, every  day when the weather was good. I would 

swim or collect prawns from the rock pools for my husband's tea.

1. Build more chalets in Saltdean...there is plenty of room...more chalets=more revenue=more happy

customers.

2. Monitor usage i.e. it is a the fact, that there are chalets in Saltdean (maybe elsewhere) that remain locked

for the majority of the year.

1. I am sick and tired of seeing dozens of unused locked-up neglected beach chalets in Rottingdean (both

east and west of The Gap). I am a resident and would like one.

1:  build more = or out-source building more

2; allow tenants (both current tenants and the 5-year  licencees) to sub-let

3: improve access for the disabled tenants

more ideas to follow

13 people in my family live in Saltdean, and 2 live in Hove -between us, we have 5 households, but no

3 or 5 years at the most in order to be used by more people.

5 year tenancy, condition checked 6 monthly, treat like regular tenancy

A better criteria for keeping a beach hut is how much it is being used.  Too many are consistently not used.

A deal is a deal.  If that is what was agreed, then that is the answer.  If they move away, ok they can have

A fair waiting list system for the rental of any beach huts or chalets is what is needed!

a fairer system should be implemented and people who have lived in the area for longer should be given

A few  of the chalets are used often, but a majority are barely used. What about people who have kids with

learning difficulties,  such as autism being given a chance to use them ?   It would help local families  have

A fixed term seems fine. And definitely B and H residents only as they should be regularly used and are less

A large number are never/hardly ever used so think this is a great idea!!

That said I think there should be an option for those who use them a lot, as there is a minority that have

A mix of short, medium and long term tenancies would allow a range of people with different economical

backgrounds to benefit from the chalets. Having some short-term summer lets would be particularly

A strong community has been developed amongst the long-term chalet leaseholders. To have a turn around

within 5 years may cause tenants not to care for the upkeep of the chalets, which may increase costs  to the

A year at a time the private ones are so expensive, council one would be great if they were checked regularly

About time individuals had an opportunity to enjoy these chalets instead of being held hostage by the same

families forever. Limit to one family for max one year in a five year rotation before reapplication by same

Absolutely agree that people who no longer live in Brighton or who use the beach hut only once or twice a

year should give their space up for others, but this shouldn't affect the lifelong leases for the people who use

Active Brighton residents should have access to beach chalets

Affordable prices , maybe post code lottery allocation

All tenancies should be the same

Why should some people leave after 5 years and some stay for life

This is unfair on new tenants and those waiting

One rule for all please

Allow more people to enjoy the chalets. Indefinite tenancy is not fair.

Also any in disrepair or not used should be given back. Especially if they have moved from the area. So many

Any measures to suggest how regularly these are utilised would help as if they remain unopened from one

Beach Chalet Appendix 6
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Are any of Rottingdean Parish Council who presented the deputation to BHCC TECC on the waiting list? 

If so it is flawed.

Did they declare an interest?

Are there any disabled concessions in place the waiting times?

As a Brightonian (who has never left) at the age of 52 yrs I have never been able to get a beach hut.

I do know folk that never use them or have moved here in the last 10 yrs and somehow have been 

successful. 

It would be fairer  if we could all have a chance in our life time to have the joy of a beach hut, even for a 

short time and allow others to do the same.

It’s time for a change.

As a long term tenant, my family use the beach hut regularly and all year around, there is a strong 

supportive community at Ovingdean. However, l strongly believe that tenants who do not use their huts 

As an indefinite chalet holder I have invested in both the chalet and the surrounding community. I have 

regularly painted and refurbished the interior and maintained the doors and locks, I have had great pleasure 

in providing a base for other Brighton and Hove residents to use the chalet for swimming from, many who 

wouldn't feel confident to access the beach without a base.  I have supported the local outlets in the are 

around the chalet and regularly litter pick on the beach and surrounding area. The community of indefinite 

As I live in a flat I use the beach chalet as my outdoor space.  Especially at the moment when we need to be 

socially distancing.  We use the chalet all year round, it is also a friendly community which would be lost if 

As there are so few chalets and they are in such great demand, it makes sense and is fair to put a limit on 

tenancy period so that more people will benefit from having use of them. They are publicly owned and 

should be shared. I would strongly advocate for building more chalets as they would no doubt be popular 

As they are so popular and. a good source of income  planning to build more seems a good aim going forward

As you own the land surely you can build more and reclaim the costs through any leasing revenues

Ask for council tax each year to prove live in brighton

Assuming the ground under the private chalets is council owned can we not try to implement a similar 

Be great to have more as not enough for the amount of people waiting to get a c

Be lovely for more people to enjoy the use of them. Maybe a lottery or raffle approach would work well as I 

will as how long you’ve been on the list- otherwise just those that have managed to get their name down 

Beach huts are selling for vast amounts - should the rents not go up exponentially  year on year? Also if 

luxury live-in chalets were built into the seafront arches they could raise extraordinarily large sums  and 

Because your supply is limited I believe that a one year maximum let should be imposed to allow more 

residents of Brighton and Hove the chance to rent them. It is very frustrating to pass many of these chalets 

on a daily basis and seeing them unused.  Perhaps you could keep some for daily/weekly hire, for Brighton 

Been trying to get on the wait list for 20yrs, always closed!!

Bournemouth have 250 huts available for day, week, season hire. I would suggest you investigate this as an 

option as more people would be able to access the huts. You need to build more beach huts for day hire, 

Build many more as a great idea and people tend to look after them. When you’ve built some please put my 

Build more

Build more

Build more ? Build some on Madeira drive as part of the regeneration scheme

Build more beach chalets

Build more beach huts by the marina. Crowd funding would be a good why to raise funds.

Build more beach huts.

Build more beach huts. Think long term.  Build new ones to last for the next 100 years. Run a competition, 

with a local  university for designing them and building them.  Get a TV production company involved that 

Build more council beach huts in Hove.

Build more on Madeira terrace and also make available for people without gardens or outside space

Build more please
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Build more!

Build more, the money could be raised through different avenues, through community events for example.

Build more, there is plenty of space in Saltdean, clearly there is a demand, so get building.

Build them on Madeira drive

Building more beach huts or chalets would be a fantastic way for the council to generate much needed 

revenue for the redevelopment of Madeira drive. Demand is there. Just ensure the build project is well 

Building more chalets seems like an answer, another might be having an option for shared tenancies. As 

Can the council ones ones be rented out for the day/week as that would be a good income generator.

Can they be done on a shared basis throughout the year?

Chalet tenants shouldn't be allowed to pass it on to family members when their too old to use them.

Chalet tenants who are current residents of Brighton and Hove and are using the chalets regularly, should be 

Chalets should be prioritised to local residents, eg Saltdean chalets to those who live there.

Chalets should definitely be for local residents only, like the other beach huts are.

Chalets shouldn’t be passed down to family members if a leaseholder doesn’t or leaves Brighton.

Could BHCC and LDC build more chalets or offer them for short term let's eg a weekend or season

Could lets be made shorter overall so that more people have a chance to make use of the chalets- so all let’s 

are for one or 2 years perhaps? Feel strongly that local residents should be given priority as well as disabled 

Could Madeira Drive have huts, some rented by the council For event like London to Brighton bike ride, car 

rallies, pride as treatment rooms, locker space, changing rooms etc. Would love to rent one for a weekend, 

as you can do at Margate.  Whole family visits and stay locally spending the whole day on the beach, playing 

Could more be built?

Could the Saltdean chalets be painted in more cheerful, perhaps pastel colours?

Create more beach huts - maybe in the quieter end near Madeira Drive

Crowd fund to build more beach huts.

Build some more beach huts with crowd funding. Ideal why dont you  building more on kemptown beach as 

Crowd fund to build more.

Current policies across B&H beach chalets are inconsistent & unfair:- people who joined the list up to 14 

years ago in the belief they would be getting an indefinite term at an affordable rent are priced out of beach 

hut rental/ & or offered 5 years, not the original terms they joined the list on. 

While some chalet renters no longer live in B&H, so rarely use them,  people on very low incomes are 

excluded from ever benefiting from the opportunity to have use of a space by the sea, which could help with 

general well being and health management. 

Currently beach chalets are obviously available online to rent for a day... this isn't correct

Definite tenancies should be phased out for those that don’t actually use their beach huts. 

The majority of beach huts are never in use and these should be released to residence that will use them.

Demand is likely to increase so building more is a great idea to generate revenue.

Disabled members of the community struggle greatly to enjoy the beaches on their door step. A beach hut 

would mean equipment could be kept there instead of breaking your back to get there and set up. We 

Do an annual lottery

Do you have any further comments on the beach chalets? - Q4

Don’t know how much it costs to rent one but you could argue that it’d be cheaper to rent than buy the type 

that you can purchase and that doesn’t seem fair. More people should have a chance of renting. I own a 

Ensure tenants look after them and keep them well painted or lose them!

Even as someone currently on the waiting list, I do not think it fair to move people who have held their 

beach huts for a long period of time onto fixed term contracts. The obvious answer is to build more beach 

Exemptions could be made for charities etc who have a beach chalet especially if it permits people with 

disabilities or other disadvantages to use them. 

If moving to summer only lets could they be used in the winter as part of a shelter for homeless scheme? 

Existing tenants could be given the option to continue their tenancy for a further five years or less. Some of 
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Families should take priority

Fixed term tenancies will give everyone a fairer share

Following the B&H City Council Culture, Recreation& Tourism Cabinet Member Meeting held on 7th 

December 2010 (the first meeting where the Beach Chalet letting policy was discussed under item 42 and 

resolved for the introduction of a fixed term tenancy of five years for new tenants whilst maintaining 

For the small cost of a hit andr a £50 a day market rental it’s a no brainier of spend to gain

Frequency of use and maintenance should be monitored and breaches of tenancy policy strictly punished

Give other people a chance to enjoy

Give the people that will make use of the chalets the ability to rent them - it’s the only fair option.

Given demand, some verifiable check on tenants using them (say a minimum of 12 days a year) seems 

Given 'limited counsel resources, wouldn't  the cost of building have a reasonable payback?  e.g. if rents 

really are as Ive read , £900 / year, and they could be built for £9000 per unit it would be a good investment 

financially (where else can you currently get 10% p/a interest!). But in reality, if brick /concrete roofed as 

existing, they would be a much longer term investment and a great community asset. However, to be of 

great job .fixed 5yr term lets and even bi annual lets would give more residents a chance at some beach hut 

Having a shorter tenancy would allow so many more Brighton and Hove residents the opportunity to have 

Having been born and bred here 65yrs ago, I left the city in my 20's and returned 20yrs ago and have been 

Hire them out to people with bn postcodes on a day or weekly basis

How about having some beach huts available to rent for a maximum period of 3 months, reservations open 

How do you join the waiting list?

Could there be priority for disabled users?

how many people on waiting list, what is the demand

I am a tenant of chalet 18 and have used it constantly not only in the good weather but also in not so good , 

In the time we have had it we have put two new doors on and painted them re requirement of the lease, our 

chalet has always been well looked after.  The enjoyment my mother of 91 with dementia gets when she is 

down there is wonderful .

I am an indefinite term chalet holder and and along with others we were given assurance  in 2011 we could 

keep our tenancies. By natural attrition these will slowly end. The people who are long term Chalet tenant 

tend to be the ones that use them very regularly .  We also invest in their up keep I have had to secure and 

I am an owner of a beach hut and although we are charged business rates, we are unable to rent ours out. I 

can't understand why not as it will bring more people into Brighton and Hove and will allow them the 

opportunity to enjoy our lovely seafront. It will bring income into bars and restaurants as most owners will 

self  cater but if you are on a day out, you will want to make the most of it .

I am not a chalet owner nor do I intend to apply. However, many of these I am sure have been handed down 

I am part of a community of beach hut people in Saltdean over many years and have spent a lot of money 

I applied for one via phone to be put on waiting list in 2010, was told I did not have a chance . The waiting 

I applied to go on the waiting list but it was closed.  I have been a resident in Brighton all my life. .60 years!!.. 

and would live the chance to rent a chalet...it should be open for all residents to have the chance of renting 

I believe  5 year tenancy for all is best way forward. Too many are shut on sunny days....

I believe that people that have had these tenancies for a long time, and have maintained,  loved and used 

often have the right to keep those tenancies. You wouldn't make the same argument for somebody's home 

I do not agree that existing contracts should be changed.  If occupiers with indefinite tenancies obey the 

terms of their tenancy, they should be allowed to remain.  If they are in serious breach of terms and 

I don't have a beach hut and would like one. But the solution is to build more and there is space a d it would 

I feel it is a privilege to rent a beach chalet. If you walk along even on a sunny day you will see only a very 

few being used.  When they are being used it creates a wonderful atmosphere, and I think if people have 

I feel strongly that more should be built on Madeira drive and the revenue go towards the upkeep of the 

I feel that there should be special consideration for retired people.  These huts are a lifeline for them and 

I had no idea that they were for rent. I slwoyld like to know more about it
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I have a beach chalet at Saltdean and would like to know why we have only just been informed that this 

deputation took place in January 2020 .

As this committee is an equalities committee why have the tenants without the Internet not being consulted.

This therefore is not representative everybody needs the opportunity to be listened to.

I am very surprised and rather bemused that Rottingdean Parish Council instigated this ...my question is 

what is this to do with the running of a brighton and Hove council department.

I have always wanted to rent one but the waiting list has been closed fro many years

I have been a Brighton resident for 30 plus years. I am disabled and find it very difficult to manage a day on 

the beach with my grandkids. It would be nice to see a scheme where disabled people are offered access to 

some of the chalets. With a rental that is online with benefits. Maybe these could be on a shorter contract 

I have been fortunate enough to benefit from a indefinite tenancy and feel strongly that they should stay. 

The time and effort the tenants put into maintaining and improving the chalets has a huge benefit to the 

I have been looking for a chalet since moving to Portslade three years ago.   If one was available on. Rental 

I have been on a waiting list for a chalet for 20 years so would be very keen to see short term lets. Many 

I have contacted you regularly for4 years after gat I got lucky and have  been on the wait list now for 3 years 

.we desperately want to experience a time  with our own chalet ...without your new rolling scheme we 

I have had a chalet for many years and that has meant I have invested in keeping up the significant repairs 

from storm damage, break-ins and general wear and tear.  This is not something the Council can afford to do 

and represents a large financial investment, particularly recently with the repairs needed after the February 

2020 break-ins!  It really does not feel fair to suddenly decide that the indefinite tenancy should change - I 

am not even sure that this is legal given that these were openly signed off as such at the time.  Surely it is 

I have held a chalet tenancy for over 25years. In the early years my family used the chalet frequently 

however in the last 10 years having had children and looking after elderly parents it’s not been so easy to 

make regular use of it.  Consequently I had to move away. But am moving back to Brighton this year.  My 

family have remained  in Brighton. 

However, my family and I are now in the position to make good use of the chalet again, we live locally and 

I have lived in Saltdean for 10 years and don’t even know how to get on the waiting list as thought it was 

closed. Many chalets are unused makes sense for all to be short term so more people can enjoy and 

experience it. If you no longer live in area must be returned and for Brighton Council to check if these 

I have owned a property in kemptown for over three years now and have longed for a chance to rent a 

chalet. Even the small remaining fisherman’s huts. I sea swim every day of the year and would utilise a 

chalet all year round. With a daughter and no garden, it really would be incredible to have the possibility of 

renting. 

I have recently made improvements to my chalet and these cost approximately £2k. I think it would be 

I have to say that the questions here themselves seem extraordinary to me ?? Why on earth do we think it 

I hope you find a solution that allows more people to enjoy them. I have been waiting for one in Saltdean 

and it is sad to see the same few being used each year while most stay firmly locked. Could you put in an 

I know some people have had their chalets for 25 years since their children were small. This is totally unfair 

I like the idea that the huts/chalets are let for shorter terms. I think people would use them more if this were 

I live in Ovingdean and have been on a waiting list for over 5 years.  I go to the beach most days summer and 

winter and just notice how few of the chalets are being used especially in Rottingdean.  It seems such a 

I strongly believe this should only be for council tax paying residents of B&H. Whilst I’m sure it will be sad for 

some indefinite tenancy holders there are definitely some chalets (in rottingdean) that are never used and 

I strongly disagree with changing indefinite tenancies.  Why should these tenants loose something just 

because other people are now wanting a chalet. Maybe the council should build some more and rent them 

I think a year's let at a time is fair and reasonable with a scarce resource.

I think if people move away, that it depends on how far they move away should be taken into account.  e.g. 

you could move a few houses along some roads in Saltdean and move into a different LA.. losing your right 

I think it all depends on how much someone uses their hut and wether they have access to outside space of 
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I think it is ill-advised and frankly immoral to renege on an existing lease contract. I do think that if people 

are no longer resident, or pass away then the lease should be forfeit.  Leases should be prohibited from 

being sub-leased or inherited. Joint leases should be encouraged. As per new leases - I have no feeling on 

I think it is really unfair that the different tenancies exist. A fixed term tenancy means more people  of B & H 

can then have access to the chalets, moreover, when you know it is just for 5 years it means you really 

would make the most of it and optimise it's use rather than getting complacent about having it. Many of the 

I think it should be for a fixed term of 2 years. During this time the keys should be handed back. If no one 

wants the unit then you can have another chance of getting it back for another 2 years. If you default on 

I think it would be good to have some beach chalet rentals for a variety of tenancy periods at different 

I think it’s fine how it is now as long as people take care of the properties and keep them nice and don’t 

I think leases should be upheld within the terms of how they were signed. Therefore the council have a duty 

I think new let’s & new beach chalets should be let on a short term let. I feel it may be unfair to change the T 

I think some should be reserved for use by charities and council services supporting disadvantaged people

I think that as long as people are using their chalet and looking after it they they should be allowed to 

continue to do so. The issue is where the chalet is not used depriving others. We are very regular users of 

ours right through the year, obviously spring and summer months but we also use ours in the winter  - we 

are dog owners and have a pit stop on long dog walks even in the winter. It’s very much part of our lives. 

Who is to say you give it to someone else and they don’t use it? What’s the point of that? Additionally there 

I think that it is important that beach buts are for Brighton and Hove residents. I also think it is important 

that the beach huts are being used regularly. 

However,  I do also think it would be a terrible shame for Brighton families who use their beach huts 

regularly to lose out. There are many families who use their beach huts on a regular basis and are multi-

I think that it is very unfair to change the licence for people who were on the waiting list for so long

I think that the usage should be monitored somehow - perhaps on a random basis? Or perhaps someone 

could be given the role voluntarily at each of the huts - or the whole group? Maybe if each hut group had a 

I think that you should not be able to change the tenancy agreed upon when originally signed.

I think the beach huts should be for local residents only.  With such long waiting lists it would be great to 

have a higher rotation and see them in use more (I walk regularly along the Undercliff and see some rarely, if 

I think there should be a balanced provision... long term beach hut owners generally invest in the upkeep of 

the beach hut and use them often. I’d fear a short term let of five years or less would lead to tenants not 

treating them as well.

I think there's an argument for changing life time leases to 5 years or more but with a renewal option if 

I think they should be for everyone, so I do think each occupier should enjoy them for one year and then 

pass to the next person on the list.

I think they should be prioritised in terms of people with disabilities etc that otherwise can't enjoy the beach.

I think those with indefinite tenancy should continue, they have paid annual fees over many years, which 

I think you have some short term let’s, weeks or days, to allow more people to experience using them, all 

I totally agree that the chalets should be enjoyed by local residents.  I don't think there's any need to change 

I understand that the purpose of this survey is to address issues of fairness and a move to a more equitable 

system of letting.

Having waited patiently on the list for 17 years for a Madeira Drive Chalet with the expectation for over a 

decade that I would have an indefinite tenancy I finally began a fixed term tenancy in 2016. I find it grossly 

unfair that a new tenant only had to wait for less than a year when the list was reopened in 2017! I find this 

disparity shocking.

I strongly believe that if it’s the aim to introduce a 5 year fixed term license for all licensees then those of us 

I use Saltdean Beach often as does my Son and his family.We swim in the Sea .I have seen people just sitting 

with people in wheelchairs not really getting the benefit .They should only be leased out to people who use 

I waited 15 years for my chalet  so why should people  turn up and just expect  one
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I walk every day on the undercliff between Ovingdean and Saltdean. Even over the hottest parts of the 

summers you can count on one hand how many beach chalets are used.

I walk my dog down the seafront in Saltdean every day of the year and you almost never see people using 

the huts down there or at Rottingdean by the basket ball court. I think they should paint the doors bright 

I walk past the Rottingdean chalets most days, and I have only seen two being used since I moved here in 

2017.  The chalets on Saltdean beach are used by three families but not regularly.  One family openingly 

admitted they have a house in Spain so go there during the summer break.  I enquired to the council to see if 

we could get on the waiting list but was told it is closed.  My sons love the sea and we hired a beach hut at 

I want to keep mine, I have looked after it for years.

I was born & lived all my life in Brighton, every time I tried to get on the waiting list it is always full . I think it 

I wish you had some chalets that could be rented for a week for a family having a staycation.

I wonder as to the legality of changing a lifetime contract. Perhaps tenants should be asked how many times 

they used their chalets this year, and a request sent to those who have them, to relinquish their tenancy if 

I would like one

I would like one.. :)

I would like to see more of them.

I would love to see planning for more beach chalets, shorter term 5 year tenancies and some 

research/requirements on usage. Many of the (longer term tenanted?) beach huts appear to be sorely 

underused. Perhaps there could be a requirement that if tenants are not present and using their beach hut 

on a minimum number of a casinos over the course a specific time period (say 6 times a year?) then the 

tenancy would be ended with 6 months notice. I realise this would place a greater administrative burden on 

I would love to think having lived in Brighton my whole life that I would be able to rent a chalet in my 

I would prefer that more chalets be built but can understand this is not a current priority for the councils 

resources. It therefore seems reasonable that we all have chalets for a 5 year term and then give up the 

chalet to the next person on the list. In this way we can all take a turn. Hopefully with time, we will get 

I would really rather we got some new wooden chalets, particularly along the kemptown end of the beach.

I would support building more and letting them on a very short term basis to residents only. A lottery type 

approach might be fairer than first come first served? The area under Madeira terraces could be used and 

I would support those ending their tenure being allowed to go back on to the waiting list even though the 

I, like many others have been on the waiting list for years.  Not sure if my name will come ever come up, so 

if it is not possible to build more chalets I think the fairest solution would be a limited 5 year tenancy.  This 

I’m completely opposed to changing our contract . We hold an indefinite policy , when I signed my tenancy 

this was the case , surely this can’t just be changed ? We use our chalet everyday the sun shines and days it 

doesn’t ! We have a good community bond with our chalet neighbours and a security WhatsApp group 

between us. We keep it nicely decorated and everyday someone passes comment on how nice it looks. Our 

children grew up using this chalet and now use it themselves , as we were hoping now to have it for 

ourselves or perhaps take grandchildren to in a few years. I realise there are several which have spent the 

I’m one year into a 5 year agreement, we spend most weekends at our Beach hut and will be disappointed 

when we have to give it up, we live in the village where we have our hut and see so many not being used it’s 

not fair.

I’ve answered the questions on the assumption that the current incumbent of a chalet does not have a 

protected tenancy And that the tendency agreement dies with them.  To clarify,  one should not be able to 

I’ve been living in Brighton for 10 years and check the waiting list regularly and it has been closed for 10 

years! 

Build more beach hunts along Marine parade and this would increase revenue for the council. There’s hardly 

any Kemp Town end. 
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I’ve bn on the waiting list for many years.. in 2017  kindly advised I was at 16 on the list. It’s 2020 & I’ve still 

not had the opportunity to hv a chalet which is disappointing. I think a 4/5 yr tenancy is a timely tenancy. I 

put my name down when my children were young & it would hv bn great to be able to use fully at that time 

especially after school & during holidays. Four/Five years would provide many, not just a few, families with 

I'd love to see more built, rather than than a focus on ending indefinite tenancies.

It would be great to be able to hire one for a day / week, so perhaps a mix of long and short term lets?

If a chalet tenant has been offered an indefinite tenancy in good faith, and they have maintained their chalet 

If an indefinite tenancy was signed and agreed upon, surely it should be honoured?

If demand is so great why not build more. The cost could be funded through future rent. People who use 

them regularly shouldn’t have to give them back after 5 years.  On the other hand it would be good to find a 

If more were built - specifically in front of Madeira Drive, and sold privately, this money could contribute to 

If not used for one year they should be returned. 

There should be some built for daily rent like deck chairs. 

Turn marina drive arches into huts with a parking space. 

Some families have been using the same hut for more than one generation. Seems a pity to break that but 

others never can. 

If people had them for a shorter time they would use them more. Most of the time the chalets seem to be 

If people have taken on their beach chalet on an indefinite term, they should be allowed to continue this, 

and only change to fixed term when it comes to an end.  Changing to 5 year fixed terms to any that come 

free, that's another matter.  Also: if people have a chalet on a lease that has no conditions on them being a 

B&H resident, the council should *not* be trying to change that retrospectively.  For new lets, I'd agree with 

putting clauses into the agreement that they had to live in B&H as a permanent residence.  Note: if they 

If someone is part of the indefinite tenancy they should provide proof that they still live in the area and use 

the huts, for local residents to be waiting 15 years for a chalet when there are going to be quite a few which 

If tenants are spending a considerable sum of money renovating and improving the interior and furnishings, 

there should be a means by which this is refunded should the tenancy period be shorter than 5 years since 

If tenants have spent considerable time and funds improving the interior of the beach chalet as well as the 

hinges and brackets that protect the property, this should be taken into account if the current arrangement 

If the chalets are not kept well they should be handed back

If the Council would like to speed up the turnover of chalets,  the condition of tenancy, regarding annual 

redecoration of doors were enforced there would be a lot of tenants  being moved on.   This would greatly 

If there is a long waiting list then consider re nting some by fortnight or month so that more people have the 

If they are not maintained or found to not have been visited for 12/18 months, then compulsory  end of 

If they are paying for it and use it there should be no need for them to hand it back.

If you build more make them look prettier...

If you do hire them out please consider first choice to us residents.  Also if you had them once you must go 

I'm happy to wait for a chalet to become available under the current scheme. I don't want to take away a 

chalet from someone who has used it for years. I don't have a fast car or rent a council house with a garden, 

I'm sure most of the huts on the undercliff are never, or very rarely, used. In 20 years of living in Saltdean 

In my experience beach chalets are often informally sublet meaning those with tenancies can effectively 

make a profit whilst letting them out at low cost from the council. It would be better to ensure that as many 

In my opinion the tenets who have been only let into the chalets since 2011 should have a right to 

extensions too. Some of them might use them more often than the other too, which should be considered.  

Having spent some time in one of the beach chalets I have noticed that some of those indefinite tenants 

In other seaside resorts, some beach huts are temporary, this could easily happen on the space between the 

In Rottingdean/Saltdean most  of them seem to be closed up all the time. It’s rare to see them being used, 

so preferable to have shorter term lets.  One or two could perhaps be rented for very short term use so 

In Saltdean hardly any of the chalets seem to be used. Maybe do a survey on how often they are used. I go 
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Indefinite tenancies on chalets definitely need to end to give more people the chance to create summer 

memories in the chalets. It is such a shame that the waiting list is so long and has been closed for years and 

local people cannot even get on it, and those on it are unlikely to ever get a chance to rent one because of a 

greedy few. More chalets should definitely be built and it makes sense to allow people just 1 year to rent 

Indefinite tenancies should run till the holder either dies or surrenders - many of these tenants strongly rely 

on their chalet for health reasons. To make the policy more fair, fixed term tenants who had to wait more 

It does seem so unfair that such a situation has been allowed to go on and on

It doesn’t sound like a very fair system at the moment!!! Change it so that everyone gets a chance to enjoy 

It is as unfair for people to lose their chalets after five years as it is for people who have waited patiently for 

It is fantastic that the chalets are in Council ownership. In order for the system to be fairer and open to 

It is really frustrating when  you can see the beach chalets not being used when it is something that other 

people would use if they got the chance. Having them unused makes the system unfair as if the rental was 

It is such a shame that only about 10% of the Rottingdean chalets are ever used. It would be nice to local 

people who would commit to using them at least once a week to be able to have the chance to have them 

It might be helpful to clarify how many beach chalets are let to charity users (if known, & by whom). These 

are then, perhaps, run differently to single household tenancies, e.g. having a 2/5/10 year rotation 

dependent on status of charity need. These would then be solely available for charity tenencies...like a brick 

It seems some chalets are never used?! I walk pasted almost every day and I’ve never seen anyone.... 

It seems to be fair that when a beach hut become available the tenants are given the new 5 year contract . 

That way new people are given a chance to enjoy a beach hut. However it  seems unfair to force people with 

It seems to me this consultation is an excuse to get rid of indefinite tenancies,  rather than increase the 

number of chalets which was stated by a Councillor on a local Facebook group. If that was the policy at the 

time, then it should be upheld. But for sure if the tenant moves or has moved away from the B&H area, their 

tenancy should end.

It seems unfair to change the licence for those who waited so long to have access.  I understand there is a 

turnover of these older licences recently and it seems much fairer to continue with the present policy of 

making all new licences 5 years.  There was a similar consultation a few years ago which introduced the 5 

It seems very unfair if some

Elderly people  who use their chalets on a daily basis And were hoping to do so indefinitely won’t be able to.

It should be clear that people can't rent out... large annoying parties occur with people renting out with 

It would be a much fairer system if more people were given the opportunity to use them. Maybe a lease of 

It would be extremely unfair to change people’s existing tenancies.

If you want to add more chalets then you will need to secure funding to do so rather than steal them back 

from people that use them. 

It would be good if people who don't live in these areas were able to hire the chalets, as surely if you live by 

It would be good if the beach huts could be shared with more residents, more frequently.

It would be good if the council could build more beach huts at Black Rock

It would be good to build more to rent

It would be good to get some idea of length of waiting list to plan ahead

It would be good to have an oprn waiting list with a  waiting list number, however long this is

It would be great for more people to have an opportunity to use these. Could they even be let out for a 

It would be great if all Brighton and Hove residents had fair opportunity to rent the beach huts.

It would be great if more could be built and allowed on short term rentals for Brighton residents

It would be great to allow short-term let’s to other Brighton residents (1yr etc..)

It would be great to give other local residents the opportunity to enjoy these beach huts. Indefinite 

It would be nice if some of the ones Saltdean and rottingdean end were brightened up a bit. And if more 

people can have a chance to enjoy one for a short time that would be great but I do understand how difficult 

It would be nice to build new ones for renal. Rather than remove existing ones from current tenants. Also 

It would be nice to have some for rent by the day or week.
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It would be useful to have smaller storage facilities on the beachfront if possible. I would obviously love a 

beach hut, but also just a small space to store a kayak or inflatable paddleboard would be great so that it's 

It’s a shame that I can’t even get on the waiting list

It'd be nice to have a mix of short term and long term lets. I'd happily just rent for a year and pass it on to 

Let them to ONLY residents actually born in Brighton.  Tell all the "Johnny come latelys"  to do one and go 

Lifetime tenancies are very unfair. So many chalets sit unused whilst there are long waiting lists.

Lifetime tenancies should continue. The rules shouldnt be changed, it's inequitable and would never be 

tolerated in any other tenancy.

There are also a group of us who applied for our chalets prior to 2011, under the old lifetime system. Having 

spent a very long time on the waiting list, we were then offered 5 year non renewable licences. This again is 

inequitable. I propose our tenancies should match the length of time spent on the waiting list ( some folk 

waited 19 years!) A possible compromise would be to allow the initial 5 year licence to be renewed up to 

twice.

Waiting lists should always be open, there is no reason to close them  they are managed online so no extra 

work is generated. The waiting lists should be surveyed annually to ensure folk still want a chalet, live in the 

city, and to analyse who is on the list, age, occupation etc..

Folk on the waiting lists should be put in touch with each other so they can discuss sharing a chalet and 

making applications for a joint tenancy

All tenants should be surveyed annually, to check they still use and wish to retain their chalet, they are city 

Lived in Ovingdean over 30 , can’t get one. Walk past most days through the year, 90% appear unused...

Long term licensees have paid thousands of pounds to rent and have maintained the interior and external 

Lots of anecdotal stories about the life times ones being handed in/people living out of area

Lots of beach huts in Rottingdean and saltdean are never used could these be looked into

Lots of space build more or let people build their own .

Love  them - would be brilliant to get the chance to rent one, even for just 1 year I didn’t realise they were 

Make the lets shorter & let everyone have a chance. Perhaps make some only available on a daily or weekly 

Many beach chalets are in chronic disrepair and are sublet . They need to be for Brighton and hove residents 

Many chalets do not seem to be used

Many of these chalets are unused for most of the year this and you should review the whole process to give 

Maybe you could still have some indefinite agreements to continue...like 10-5% and offer them to local 

More beach chalets needed of different sizes and styles along Madeira Drive, Black Rock and on the deck of 

the restored Madeira Terraces and above the Colonnade  which would prevent  tagging in the area  and  can 

More chalets will require additional public toilets.  These must be maintained.  Both provision and 

More?

Most long term chalet renters are old or infirm, why kick them out and destroy their retirement and dreams 

... it is cruel beyond belief.

Most of them are never used which is such a shame and a waste. I really like that you can hire them for a 

Most owners do not use the chalets on both days at the weekend , perhaps For new letting , families could 

share chalets . 2 or 3 families Agreeing to share and nominating themselves on the waiting list ,per Chalet on 

Must be a resident of B&H. Too many are under/ never used.

Must not be allowed to turn into ‘Airbnbs’.

There are currently people who own the wooden huts advertising them for rent on some websites. This is 

against the terms of the lease. As these people are not being pursued by the council ( I have reported the 

My chalet is at the bottom of my road . We walk down to the beach regularly and enjoy using our chalet . 

Our children have grown up by the sea . 

I would like to continue to keep my chalet all the time we live in The town .  

We have repaired the chalet on numerous occasions when the chalet has been broken into and vandalised . 

My family is on the waiting list.  I believe you should be able to retain a tenancy as long as you use the 

chalet, but it should be returned when unused or when moving away.  They should not be passed down in 
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My mother has had a chalet long-term and we as an extended family use it extensively, daily for a 2 week 

period a couple of weeks ago. That’s all the children/grandchildren want to do. I would say we are in the 

‘heavy users’ category, there are also a few others in that category, but unfortunately some just don’t get 

My mother has had her beach hut for over 20 years. She has invested time and money to fit it out. It would 

My only concern with ending lifetime tenancies would be that some might sit empty, but I hadn’t realised 

My personal opinion is that tenants should be allowed to keep their tenancy, if they are using it regularly.

Much like the rules around allotment use, if the tenant does not use the chalet, or uses it infrequently, then 

the council should be able to terminate the tenancy & pass it on to the next person on the waiting list.

The provision of more chalets, for the use of local residents would be a much appreciated addition to the 

seafront.

Need to do shorter let's to give others a chance some people just keep and don't use !!

Need to have some that can be rented for shorter terms. Weekly, monthly or seasonal.

No

No

No

No more indefinite tenancies so many more people would be able to enjoy the beach huts

No thanks

None

Now I understand why my friends and I couldn’t get a chalet! The current system is totally unfair and should 

Occupants with  indefinite tenancy agreements entered into them in good faith when first taken out and had 

their expectation of indefinite occupancy confirmed and reinforced by the council in 2010 when it 

Offer leases at a premium for a term registrable at The Land Registry

Old non-time limited tenancies should remain as such with security of tenure if that was the basis under 

which they were let. As they become vacant the new tenancies could be offered on a time limited basis but 

Only a few of the Saltdean chalets are being used, we cannot understand why you the Council allow a person 

to have the tenancy but they don’t use it at all. Only 4/5 are being used on a regular basis. We walk past 

them every day, so frustrating.

Only that I have longing been waiting 10 years to even get on the waiting list.

Our family has had our beach hut since approx 1995 and it is used throughout the year without fail. The 

whole family use it and it would mean that some elderly and disabled members of the family could no longer 

Over the years we have looked after our beach chalet and become part of a very friendly community. Very 

little maintenance has been carried out by the council on these chalets. It’s a shame the revenue created by 

the existing tenants couldn’t be invested into creating more beach chalets or outside investors invited to 

Passing the Rottingdean chalets regularly I have noticed that only a handful of these chalets are in use

Paying one's rent from each Renewal Date from first occupancy constitutes a strong case for continual 

occupancy unless one has broken stated rules. If no rules are broken and the upkeep of the Chalet is 

people who don't use their chalets should hand them back.

People who have the luxury of  having a beach hut should have to use them on a regular basis In the 

summer months it upsets me that when I go down to beach most days in the summer months most of the 

huts are shut up and people like my self would use it to its full advantage .The whole point is to have 

People who live locally to the chalets should be given priority. All chalets should be on five year leases. It is 

Perhaps look at these on a case by case basis. Whilst some people would be happy to have even a short 

tenancy to give everyone a go at enjoying these brick huts, there are people who rely on them as they don't 

Please build more

Please build more between the marina and Saltdean.

Please build more!

Please build more.

Please can you build more for Brighton and Hove residents.
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please don't give current lifetime leaseholders any more years. they have had enough.

Please have some on one year rents

Please rent them out on a ballot basis one year per tenancy to council housing tenants who do not have 

outside space, especially those with kids. Make this a fair use and fair allocation perk for those who have 

Provide more

Provided that they are in use and maintained properly by residents. No fixed term lease should apply. 

Publication of the waiting list and ones position on it would be useful

Re question 2:  I don't agree that indefinite tenancies should be phased out.  They were taken on under a 

legal agreement.   I believe that, as indefinite tenants,  we provide a better standard of care because of our 

long term commitment compared with those with fixed terms.   We also contribute positively  to the general 

beach hut and seafront  community.  We have noticed that, in general, people with fixed term tenancies are 

very enthusiastic for the first year but their use of the chalet tails off.  

Residents should send in a copy of their council rates each year to prove they still live here.

Responsibility of maintaining the beach huts is left to those renting them (rather than the council) so does 

not operate as a standard tenancy. As such, renters of the beach huts over a long time period have 

Sadly I dont see these chalets being used enough so the current leaseholders aren't making the most of 

Shame some can't be let ad hoc. Mon /max periods. Or shared tenancy. Managed somehow so that more 

Should be a lottery so any B/H resident can have a chance to rent one

Should be shared fairly and take in turns. Need to be painted on much more attractive colours to make them 

an assess to everyone rather than a drab eyesore. 

Since there is such high demand for the chalets and they are such a prominent part of the seafront, 

consideration should be given to increasing the rent for them and using the extra funds to make them more 

So few of those chalets are used at all and a lot of them are not used for what they were intended. A lot are 

gloried storage sheds.

So many in Saltdean are NEVER used. Time for change and breath some life into these lovely chalets.

Some appear not used on a regular basis or  at all.  also you should not be able to pass the tenancy to 

Some chalets could be booked per day, like in Bournemouth. Booked and paid for in advance. Gives all of us 

Some chalets could be made available on an annual basis, based on a lottery system.

This would give every family a chance for a short term let while their children are still young.

Some chalets have rusty hinges and locks etc, and never ever seem to be used. I assume the rents are paid 

etc?

As there is a long waiting list, I assume the council does not have the resources to build more chalets, so 

could the council tender to a private contractor to build more in exactly the same style? 

Some could be held back and rented on a weekly basis for locals from may to September.

Some nice people have them, they are kind and make me tea.

I need help to get to the toilets. Sometimes they are shut so I have to use the potty in my beach hut. I could 

not go to the beach if I didnt have a hut.

Some of the chalets on an indefinite lease have effectively become ‘hereditary’ or seen to be sub-let.

In the former case the children of the original lease holders are effectively the sole users of the chalet and in 

the latter case  you rarely see the same people in the chalet as there is a constant churn of different people.

In my experience in both cases the people using the chalet are still Brightonians Which is fair enough but I’m 

Some priority for people with disabilities  especially  for the Chalets near beach entrance / Parking 

Accessing the beach can be very difficult due to having to carry things ect having a beach chalet would make 

Sone should only be let fir a year so everyone can have a chance to  hire them.

Strongly agree that if you no longer live in BTN why on earth should you still have a Chalet. Many in 

Rottingdean & Saltdean believe some Chalets were taken on in the 70,80 & 90’s by people who’s partners 

Support more being built. Maybe consider a lottery type scheme?

Survey the tenants to see if they use their chalets ! Some never seem to be open.  Perhaps a financial 

Tenant must evidence that they are using the beach chalet. Lots are not regularly used and those in the wait 

Tenants should have to maintain and /or renovate chalets - many of them look derelict and an eyesore
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Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this consultation

That the tenancies should be available for all the Brighton & Hove area and should be  selected fairly maybe 

The Beach chalets should be used fairly to those who pay Brighton and Hove council tax.

There is nothing more frustrating to see on a bank holiday weekend none or a tenth of the beach chalets 

being used which has happened again this year. Those who have had indefinite tenancies for 10 of years if 

not more should offer them to the huge waiting list of people and those that can't even get on the waiting 

list.  It is grossly unfair currently.

The beach hits really should benefit the residents of Brighton more equally..

The beach hut is my only comfort since my husband died 

We loved it there together and he would be happy for me to keep it until it is my turn to join him.

The Council are being very cruel and unthinking trying to take it off me.

It is the only place I can sit and talk with my friends and passers by, otherwise I would be stuck at home with 

The brick ones are ugly. They look like garages

The chalets at Maderia Drive should be let to people that live throughout Brighton not just to people that 

The chalets at Saltdean are always closed.  I think they should be handed over to people on the waiting list 

asap.  Also, it would be great for more to be built along the wide undercliff path to the east of the whitecliffs 

The chalets in Hove were let on indefinite tenancies to Hove residents, this constituted a moral agreement 

which shouldn't be changed.    Surely this is a legal agreement that would be difficult to change?

In my experience the indefinite chalet tenants are a community that look after & protect the seafront 

environment and help the seafront officers.  The short term tenants tend not to engage with other tenants 

& after the first year of enthusiasm start to peter away.

If the council believes it can change the indefinite agreement for the chalets, why would it not start to think 

The council have far more pressing issues than re-writing the legal contracts around beach chalets. 

If a binding contract is in place that contract should be honoured in full. Fair enough to change the contract 

The council should build more. Especially in Saltdean where there is plenty of room.

The council should look at the frequency of use and the standard of upkeep. Some are infrequently used and 

The current system of indefinite tenancy seems grossly unfair to the majority of residents. It allows a small 

The first thing that needs to be done is to paint them!!

They look dilapidated  and abandoned and ugly compared to other beach huts that we have seen around the 

The income from these cement shells far outweigh their cost to build, they must make thousands profit 

The leases should be more affordable to ensure a more diverse group of residents are able to enjoy them.

The life ones are the only ones that are consistently used by local families. Please don't take them away.

The long standing tenants can be depended on to pay their rent and more importantly maintain their 

chalets. We are regular users who notice any problems and fix them straightaway. If tenancies became 

changeable people might only visit during warm weather. Most of the maintenance is required during the 

The majority of beach huts should be a fixed term lease.

Some beach huts should be put aside for daily / weekend rental as the vast majority are not used.

Much like allotments   anybody not using their beach huts at least once a month should give them up.

The majority of chalets at Saltdean are never used.

The original tenancy agreement was ongoing and reviewed in 2011 with the same outcome. Which I would 

like to be continued indefinitely for tenants which have looked after the chalets for long periods of time 

creating a good community of friends with other tenants. 

The people who go to the beach hut form a very tight knit group of people who rely on the beach hut to get 

The rented chalets need an paint job. They look nothing like the ones in the picture you have here in 

Brighton and Hove. A sunnier colour would be nice. Also I had no idea they were rented out. As a new 

The situation for beach chalets who are were given indefinite right to continue to rent as agreed by the 

council in 2011 should remain . However if the lease holder moves away they should not be able to continue 
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The tenants who have had a chalet for 20 years or more, have paid their rent without any council 

maintenance done bar one recent brick repoint.

There are people sub-letting and allowing their teenage children to take the chalet keys which results in 

large groups of boistrous teenagers drinking, smoking, swearing, playing loud music at the chalets which 

There are some chalets at Madeira Drive that in 6 years I have never seen in use. I live within walking 

distance of these chalets and probably visit the beach once a week on average over a year. I have been on 

There is plenty of space to build more chalets under the cliff along the path from the Marina towards 

Rottingdean. Rather than throwing people out of chalets they love, consider investing in building more new 

There was a similar consultationabout beach hut tenancies  I responded to several years ago and I was very 

disappointed that nothing changed as a result of it. I don’t remember seeing the results of that consultation. 

Will the results of this one be published?  Anyone who has an indefinite tenancy already and responds to 

These should definitely be on a short term let

They are an excellent resource, ideally more would get built.  

I am a 5 year fixed term chalet owner, and thing our term should be extended by the time we werent allow 

They are an extremely limited public resource so they should be as available as possible to all of the 

residents of our City.

To that end, should the tenancy be shorter (e.g. only for three years) so that more residents can benefit 

They are quite dear to rent and there doesn't seem to be any help towards the upkeep. Over the years the 

tenants spend a fair amount to keep their chalet intact and there always seems to be a problem with the 

doors not closing properly. The wonderful thing about having a chalet is a sharing and usually helpful 

They could be let for a day at a time, or a week, or a summer. 

Some could be used as artists shops (as done in Worthing). So much more could be made of these and it 

They look very scruffy, if you rent one you must be able to keep it painted and maintained in traditional 

They need some serious upkeep, we walked past them the other day and they are in a terrible state! 

The only thing I think that should affect the leases is if they’re not being used. A way of determining a 

They need to be kept a bit better. Most of them look rotted.

They need to be made slightly more affordable so that everyone can access these not just the rich.

They should be for Brighton and Hove tax payers only. I see many of them not being used at all!

They should be for local residents and should be available to lots of different people. 

More should be built!

They should be for residents only especially as in such demand I  don’t think we need to build any new ones 

They should be let to B&H residents only for an indefinite period. If someone moves away from B&H they 

must return the chalet.

They should be made available to people who live within closest postcodes only - for example, 1 mile radius 

They're currently used as cheap storage in some cases, not for what they were intended... a resource for 

residents to enjoy our beautiful coastline. They're limited in number. It's only fair they be let out temporarily 

This change makes perfect sense and is fair to all local residents.

This comment has been removed as it includes information which is too personal in nature to include. It 

This is how it used to be.

Lottery system.

Residents applied, and either you got a hut or you didn't

If you did and wanted to swap, you did.

Why it was changed to allow monied people to own our seafront, I could never fathom

This should be better policed, as there are too many people just handing them over to mates informally

Those of us who are long standing tenants are now approaching old age, and would miss very much the 

Those people who rented chalets before they were extremely popular and hyped deserve to keep them 

Those who have been beach chalet tennants for many years should be allowed to continue indefinitely with 

To ensure it is fair for the city's residents to all have the opportunity to rent a chalet for their families this is 
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To me it seems really clear that what is needed is moderation in all things, and aboslutely not a 'uniform' 

solution. After all if you share a single ice-cream between a thousand people nobody would get even one lick 

each! Perhaps 25% the chalets should be let on short-term, 25% on medium-term, 25% on long-term and 

Unless thay stay longterm there is no reason to invest time and money maintaning then.

Unoccupied or unused chalets should be repossessed after a year. And personally I’d prefer options for daily 

Very few of the bits between the marina and saltdean are ever used. Is there a way of sharing leases or 

We absolutely agree that the chalets should be for local residents and that you should forfeit your chalet 

should you move away. We also however totally disagree that our indefinite tenancy should be considered 

We are beach hut users with an indefinite tenancy.  Our beach hut is a huge  part of our family life  and is 

used  regularly throughout the year.  We are extremely happy to be part of the Ovingdean beach hut 

community and would be devastated if this was taken away from us. We do understand that some people 

We have a family beach hut at Rottingdean that has been in our family for 25 years. It used regularly and 

looked after by a range of family members who over the years have relocated on in Brighton and the 

surrounding areas. We would be devastated if it was taken away. It holds huge sentimental value to us as a 

hub for family occasions, particularly in more recent years when we have sadly lost family members. It also 

We have a limited tenancy at Ovingdean. The long term tenants have made this a welcoming and supportive 

WE HAVE BEEN WAITING VERY PATIENTLY FOR A BEACH CHALET IN HOVE BUT WERE CONTINUALLY TOLD 

THAT THERE WAS A WAITING LIST AND THAT DUE TO THE NUMBER OF APPLICANTS NO NEW NAMES WERE 

BEING ACCEPTED

We have kept our chalet in a good state of repair including adding fitted kitchen units. As a family we use it 

very frequently and in all weathers as we do not have a garden. Unfortunately, the aspects that are the 

council's responsibility make the front of them look very unappealing and also gives the impression that they 

We need more chalets built to rent. We have a thriving/expanding all year round sea swimming community 

We need more. Currently there are a number of empty hard-stands on the Madiera Drive beach, can these 

We use our chalet all the time through the spring/ summer months, and also on nice days in the winter. We 

maintain it and keep it clean and nice, as we treat as we would if we owned it.    We know there are about 

three in our block that barely get used all year round which is annoying as other local residents would use it.  

We use our chalet all the time. Our chalet is our sanctuary. Our much loved happy place. If you we lost our 

We use ours regularly, in all weather and keep it in good order.  We have recently spent several hundred 

pounds on locksmiths, security and carpentry work following a spate of attempted and actual break-ins.   

The chalets are otherwise poorly maintained by the council in spite of the year on year rent increases.  We 

We walk our dog regularly in the saltdean/ rotting dean area and so many of the beach huts remain closed, 

how is this fair. We didn’t even bother to put our names on a waiting list for one, as they never come up for 

We were on the waiting list for 20+ years before finally getting a chalet this year. We were told an error 

occurred on the list and in fact we should have got one much sooner. We are saddened to know that had 

this error not occurred, we would have had the tenancy indefinitely rather than the 5 years we are now 

granted. We would certainly welcome an extension to our term. 

We would love to have one where we live in Rottingdean but no chance I guess.

How many of the chalets get used  on a regular basis?

We’d love to rent a chalet as locals but the current system needs to be fairer so more families, children etc 

We’ve been on the waiting list for 10 years. If privately owned options were possible in Saltdean  I would 

We'd like to see more action taken to identify licencees that do not use their chalets or that no longer live in 

Brighton and Hove. It was disappointing to wait a long time under the impression that we would have the 

option of the chalet for life and we would like to extend our license for a further five years. We also feel it 

What’s the point if cars are not allowed. Do you expect families to walk to them with their stuff. This is just 

another way to raise rents and make money instead of admitting you have made a balls up shitting Madeira 

When we went on holiday to Woolacombe years ago from the Midlands we were able to rent a beach hut by 

the week.  I think  if there were some available for rental  this would be attractive to holiday makers. 

When will water tap by Conner’s court be turned back on?
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Who is behind this revisiting of the policy laid down in December 2010 & December 2011?

Do they have a personal interest?

This survey is slanted against those long term chalet tenants ... there will always be more "wants" than 

"haves".   

Where is Question 5?

Why are we revisiting this? It was confronted in 2010/2011 when the change to new tenancies being for a 

fixed 5 years - it is evident that many tenants are not fulfilling their maintenance agreements  (decorating 

the doors annually), plus several have moved away and are no longer B&H residents - should this not be 

Why can't you build more beach huts at Madeira terraces. As put forward by crowding funding.  Surely 

Why not rent out the new ones on a week by week basis

Why on earth don’t you build more of them and a sea fed pool, there is plenty of space especially in 

rottingdean??

I think it would be awful

for some people who have been tenants for many years. There actually is a community of beach hut tenants 

in Ovingdean. Some have left but a few have stayed. 

As a tenant of a beach hut since my kids were under 5 I am now looking forward to taking my grandchildren 

down there. I also share the use of the beach hut with my friends and neighbours who are also part of the 

community. 

Obviously we pay a healthy rent for them - I am on a low income as do some of the other tenants,  but we 

find the money.

 By the way I would love an allotment in Ovingdean, how long do their tenancies last? 

With regard to Q2 the answer I have given means that anyone with indefinite tenancies should be allowed 

to continue with them, until they decide to hand the chalet back or they die - as was the original agreement. 

Would a range of tenancy terms work? For example, some 1 year, some 3, some 5. Once you've enjoyed a 

Would be amazing if you could build more at Madeira Drive, I would definitely have one.  Although it would 

be nice to have forever I do agree it is fairer to let everyone have a go.  Definitely think that if you move 

Would be good to have more of them and some storage only options for paddle boards and kayaks.

Would be more sensible to try and monitor use, for those on indefinite leases who have not used the beach 

hut for at least a year it should be handed back. The beach officer who goes along the Undercliff several 

Would gladly buy my rental chalet if it ever came up for sale

Would it be possible to build more wooden chalets as they wood be less expensive to build.

I have lived in Rottibgdean over 20 years and the waiting list has always been closed so are you talking prior 

Would love to be able to go on the waiting list!

Yes  we as tenants  should have been 

Informed in January  when this decision was taken

Yes . I can’t even get on a waiting list and I live in Saltdean and many of these chalets are never used. Such a 

Yes lots of older people  rely on the beach huts because  they live alobe

Yes we should  have been informed  back in January .so many of the older tenants  rely on the the beach 

Yes, I wish they would be better cared for and painted... To help the area 🙏

Yes, people in public office should not use tax payers / Council payers money for their own gain!

You see many not being used - as they are council owned it would be fairer to let residents share short term 

You should build more chalets. The cost of some concrete blocks and wooden doors shouldn't cost too much 

You should not be able to change an agreement. Brighton council trying to go back on themselves again. 
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